At Liberty University School of Law, the Christian faith of students and faculty members is not maligned or mundane; instead, it forms the core of our mission. To that end, faculty members and students are free to pray, share devotions, and discuss a Christian worldview of law. This Article shares with you what I share with students in Property and Wills, Trusts, and Estates—that the law of gifts draws a powerful illustration from John 3:16.

John 3:16 stands at the center of the Christian faith:

_for God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life._

For billions of people, John 3:16 epitomizes God’s unqualified demonstration of grace and love by His gift of eternal life. The Reverend Billy Graham called John 3:16 “the most familiar passage in the Bible” and “the Gospel [of Jesus Christ] in a nutshell.” Even if a person does not accept John 3:16’s gift as a matter of faith, most Americans have undoubtedly seen images of it in popular culture. For example, John 3:16 has been displayed on countless spectator signs at televised sporting events, and athletes often reference it, as Florida Gators Quarterback Tim Tebow did by inscribing it onto his eye black in the 2009 NCAA Football Championship Game. John 3:16 is an iconic part of the fabric of American culture. More importantly, however, God’s promise in John 3:16 characterizes Christianity itself. To the billions of people who profess Christianity, John 3:16 illustrates the greatest gift of all.

The legal theory of a completed gift requires a voluntary, gratuitous, immediate, and irrevocable transfer of property from one person to another. With just that basic theory of gift law, an enterprising law student could
interpret and apply its key principles to John 3:16 to demonstrate how God’s gift of eternal life constitutes a legally completed gift. As law students know, however, the law often develops analytical tools, called elements; when these elements are interpreted and applied to facts, they unlock the underlying (or overriding based on perception and a taste for semantics) legal theory. Gift law does this by requiring that three elements—donative intent, delivery, and acceptance—be met to constitute a completed gift. Each element effectuates the underlying legal theory.

Donative intent requires that a person desires to make a voluntary, gratuitous, immediate, and irrevocable transfer of property to another. Analytically, the terms voluntary and gratuitous form a very close bind, but staying true to this analytical demonstration, I will treat them separately. Voluntary simply means that the transfer was “[d]one by design or intention[,] . . . [u]nconstrained by interference[, and] not impelled by outside influence.” God, and God alone, made the sovereign decision to sacrifice his Son to grant eternal life; He did so by His design and free will, without any person or entity forcing His hand. God voluntarily intended to make a gift of eternal life.

God also gratuitously grants eternal life. If consideration were required for eternal life, then it would not be a gift because gift law requires that the property be transferred gratuitously, i.e., without consideration. Had God intended to require consideration from us to receive His grace, then this legal illustration involving John 3:16 would be left to a contracts course rather than a property course discussing the law of gifts. But John 3:16 proclaims that anyone who believes in God’s Son gets eternal life. There are no required works, consideration, quid pro quo, theological tests, or taxes. There is simply a belief that accepts God’s love. Now, one can qualify that simple, child-like belief in Jesus to require that a person not only believe in Jesus, but believe that God sacrificed Jesus as atonement for sins. The point is that God’s unconditional and gratuitous love drives this gift—not consideration or a quid-pro-quo arrangement like works.

Next, God desired that the transfer of the gift of eternal life would be immediate; He gave no indication of His desire to make the transfer in the future. Because the law does not flout common sense, the term immediate means presently, instantaneously, and without delay. The text of John 3:16 proves that God’s desire was to convey eternal life presently, instantaneously, and without delay when He “gave His only begotten Son,” because the next phrase states that our belief automatically results in eternal life. It is immediate. Perhaps the immediacy of God’s donative intent is best illustrated in Jesus’ promise to the Penitent Thief on the Cross that his faith resulted in eternal life that very day.

Finally, the intent necessary to make a valid gift requires that the transfer be irrevocable. Irrevocable means “[u]nalterable” and “committed beyond recall.” As I am sure you have already deduced, this Article is not a legal or theological masterpiece; instead, it simply shares a powerful illustration of how the law of gifts works in the context of John 3:16. According to the text of John 3:16, God desires us to have eternal life through our belief that He sacrificed His Son for us. For purposes of this article, it is safe to conclude that God did not harbor a hidden desire to revoke the gift of eternal life to those who believe in His Son.

The mere intention to give without delivery is unavailing (come on, we all have learned that talk is cheap, that it is easier to make a pledge than to write a check, and that a certain road is paved with good intentions). Given mankind’s proclivity toward inaction even in the face of intention, the law of gifts requires that donative intent must be carried out by the actual, physical delivery of property. To be precise, donative intent must be executed by complete and unconditional delivery of the property. The power of this legal principle
as revealed in John 3:16 cannot be overstated. It is chilling to overlay this principle, i.e., “the intention must be executed by a complete and unconditional delivery,” with what actually happened to God’s Son on Earth. God’s intention to give eternal life was demonstrated by offering his Son, Jesus, completely and unconditionally to all who would believe in Him. It is striking and breathtaking to see that God’s intention to make the gift was not merely a naked expression of intent; instead, it was executed by delivering Jesus to the cross. There is further proof of God’s intent to make a complete and unconditional delivery of Jesus, the vessel who carries the gift of eternal life. There can be no better illustration of the completeness and finality of this delivery than by Jesus’ final words on the cross, “It is finished.” Intention merged into action through the delivery of Jesus; there is no need for any further demonstration of God’s love. The first two required elements of a completed gift—donative intent and actual, physical delivery—are indisputably met.

The final element requires that the donee accept the property. A gift is fully executed when there is nothing left undone. Once all of the elements have been satisfied, the transfer is irrevocable; the donee now has full dominion and control over the property. The last element of gift law requires that the donee— you or I—simply accept the property. God’s love directed a gift to you so that your faith ensures eternal life, as long as you accept the gift. God’s gift is ready for acceptance, and God always stands just outside the door to every person’s heart. In my illustration of how the law of gifts works in the context of John 3:16, I have analyzed the elements of donative intent and delivery; that is all that I can do. I cannot analyze the final element of acceptance. As is the nature of all publications, this article is intended to be read—rather than written (riddle me that)—so there is no way that I can complete this analysis of gift law. That is your task as the reader. What do you believe when it comes to God’s gift of eternal life? Perhaps more relevant, who do you believe? Please feel free to complete the analysis of the greatest gift by thinking about acceptance. The legal conclusion on that final element—acceptance—may not be analytical, however; it just might require a touch of faith.
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